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Three-dimensional displacement of the hip joint after triple pelvic osteotomy
A postmortem radiostereometric study

Marinus de Kleuver¹, Rik Huiskes², John M G Kauer³ and René P H Veth⁴

Triple pelvic osteotomy reorients the acetabulum relative to the pelvis in order to improve acetabular coverage of the femoral head in cases of acetabular dysplasia. We undertook a radiostereometric analysis (RSA) on 6 osteotomized cadaver hips to determine the actual three-dimensional reorientation obtained.

The centers of the femoral head were all translated posteriorly between 11 and 41 mm, and distally up to 13 mm. 4 were lateralized up to 8 mm, and 2 were medialized up to 5 mm. All acetabuli rotated anteriorly about the lateral to medial axis (X-axis), and 4 rotated outwards around the distal to proximal axis (Y-axis). The correlations between measurements performed on conventional anteroposterior radiographs and the RSA measurements were poor: variations in the lateral-medial direction ranged from -16 to +6 mm, and in the distal-proximal direction between -10 and +12 mm.

The changes in orientations measured will significantly affect the load across the hip joint, since the dimensions of the pelvis change and the moment arms of the muscles, their lengths and lines of action are changed as well. We conclude that, with the procedures presently performed, the loads across the hip joint are bound to change, and that the reorientation can hardly be checked with conventional radiographs.
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Acetabular dysplasia, characterized by insufficient acetabular coverage of the femoral head, can be treated in adolescents and young adults by triple pelvic osteotomy (Steel 1977, Tönnis et al. 1981). The acetabulum is cut free from the pelvis, and tilted to improve acetabular coverage of the femoral head. However, current data have not shown a clear relationship between the degree of acetabular coverage and the long-term clinical outcome (de Kleuver et al. 1997). The acetabular reorientation obtained has hitherto been determined on conventional anteroposterior radiographs (Colton 1972, Nakamura et al. 1992, Hsin et al. 1996). However, these measurements are influenced by the position of the patient and the tilt of the pelvis when the radiographs are taken. Most importantly, anteroposterior radiographs give a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional reality.

We assessed the reorientation of the acetabulum in osteotomized cadaver hips by radiostereometric analysis (RSA) and compared the findings with measurements obtained from conventional anteroposterior radiographs.

Material and methods
A routine triple pelvic osteotomy (Tönnis et al. 1981) was performed on 6 fresh cadaver hips by experienced surgeons who have performed more than 500 of these operations since 1980. We employed standard RSA techniques (Kährholm 1989, Selvik 1989). Two rigid bodies were considered: the sacrum (with the iliac wing) and the acetabulum.

During the surgical exposure, 10–15 1.5 mm markers were placed anteriorly and posteriorly in the acetabulum and approximately 10 more markers were placed in the iliac wing and the ischium. Through a small additional posterior incision, 4 markers were placed in the sacrum. Routine calibration was performed (Selvik 1989) and stereoradiographs of the hip were made. The osteotomy and acetabular reorientation were also performed. The intention was to rotate the acetabulum anteriorly by 20 degrees and laterally by 20 degrees. These are the amounts of rotation typically performed in patients with acetabular dysplasia, although the correction is normally determined individually, depending on the
severity of the dysplasia. As in routine surgery, the anterior rotation was estimated by drilling two K-wires parallel to the sagittal plane before correction, one into the acetabulum and one into the iliac wing. The amount of anterior rotation about the lateral X-axis of the acetabulum was estimated by assessment of the angle in the sagittal plane between the two K-wires after the correction. Similarly, another set of two K-wires was inserted in the acetabulum and iliac wing, parallel to the frontal plane, to estimate the lateral rotation about the posterior to anterior Z-axis of the acetabulum. After surgery, stereoradiography was performed again, followed by a second calibration. The data were digitized, using an ARISTO digitizer (Huiskes et al. 1985) and analyzed using the X-RAY and KINEMA software (Selvik 1989). In all calculations, the origin of the coordinate system was taken as the center of the sacrum. The center of the acetabular fragment was taken to be the center of the femoral head. As no marker could be placed at the center of the femoral head, this point was determined on the two preoperative stereoradiographs, using spherical templates. The coordinates of this point were calculated and related to markers in the acetabular fragment. This is not so precise as the RSA method per se, but for the accuracy required in this study it was judged sufficient. The change in position of the center of the femoral head due to the reorientation was then calculated relative to the sacrum, using a right-handed coordinate system (Figure 1). The X, Y and Z translations of the center of the femoral head and the Eulerian rotation angles of the acetabulum were determined. In order to visualize the results typically obtained, they were recreated in a plastic pelvis model from the RSA data and then photographed.

Pre- and postoperatively, anteroposterior radiographs (35 x 43 cm) of the whole pelvis were taken by a qualified radiographic technician. The cadaver was placed on the cassette, the beam was centered cranial to the pubic symphysis and the focus-film distance was 120 cm, as in standard radiographic practice. The hips were extended with the patellae pointed forward. Measurement of the displacements of the femoral head were performed on these radiographs (Figure 2). Spherical templates were placed over the radiograph to determine the center of the femoral head. Medial-lateral displacement along the X-axis was measured along a line from the pubic symphysis, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the body (Legal 1987). Distal-proximal displacement along the Y-axis was measured along a line perpendicular to a line connecting the inferior margins of the left and right sacro-iliac joints (the inter-teardrop line could not be used, since the teardrop is displaced by the operation).

Accuracy: A previous study from our institution, using the same RSA set-up, showed an estimated error of less than 50 µm, and with repeated reconstructions of knee RSA measurements, the SD was less than 0.1 mm (Blankevoort et al. 1988). In the present experiments, the stability of the markers in each rigid body was tested, and a mean error of 0.342 mm was found.

Results

The centers of the 6 femoral heads were all translated
Table 1. Translation of the center of the femoral head and rotation of the acetabulum relative to the sacrum in 6 hips after triple osteotomy of the pelvis. All measurements are given as for a right hip. The rotations are sequential about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, for axes see Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip</th>
<th>Translation, mm</th>
<th>Rotation, degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Translation
X lateral to medial translation, Y distal to proximal translation, Z posterior to anterior translation
Rotation
Fi anterior rotation about the X-axis, Psi medial rotation about the Y-axis (increased anteversion), Theta lateral rotation about the Z-axis.

posteriorly between 11 and 41 mm; all were translated distally up to 13 mm and 4 were lateralized up to 8 mm (Table 1, Figure 3). All acetabuli were rotated 10–20 degrees anteriorly about the X-axis and 4 were rotated outwards about the Y-axis, thereby reducing anteversion. Although the center of the femoral head was displaced posteriorly, this was not apparent when seen from the anterior aspect during surgery, since the acetabulum comes forward while it rotates anteriorly about the X-axis (Figure 3).

The correlations between the measurements performed on conventional anteroposterior radiographs and the RSA results were poor (Table 2). Conventional radiographs and RSA gave the same direction of translation along the X-axis (towards medial or towards lateral) only 3 of 6 times, and the discrepancy in the translations measured ranged between -16 and +6 mm. The direction of translations along the Y-axis agreed 5 of 6 times (towards proximal or towards distal), but the discrepancy in the translations measured...
Table 2. Two-dimensional translation of the center of the femoral head as measured on conventional anteroposterior radiographs and as measured with RSA for six hips after triple pelvic osteotomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip no.</th>
<th>Translation, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X (radiography)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X translation along the X-axis (lateral to medial) as measured on anteroposterior radiographs and RSA, Y translation along the Y-axis (distal to proximal) as measured on anteroposterior radiographs and RSA.

ranged between -10 and +12 mm. The small number of specimens and the wide ranges of the values preclude further statistical analysis.

Discussion

In cases of acetabular dysplasia, pelvic osteotomies such as a triple osteotomy or a periacetabular osteotomy (Ganz et al. 1988) aim to improve deficient acetabular coverage of the femoral head by shifting the nonweight bearing acetabular cartilage from medial and posterior towards the superior and anterior areas, which have reduced coverage. In this manner, the weight bearing area in axial loading increases, supposedly reducing the pressure in the joint. However, there is no clear relationship between the parameters of acetabular coverage measured and the long-term clinical outcome (de Kleuver et al. 1997), so that factors other than just acetabular coverage might be of importance.

A better understanding of the effects of a pelvic osteotomy on the mechanics of the hip joint may be helpful in explaining by which mechanism pelvic osteotomies that reorient the acetabulum are effective. We found that when the acetabulum is reoriented by a triple osteotomy, the center of the hip joint (the center of the femoral head) is markedly translated distally and posteriorly and sometimes medially or laterally. The acetabulum does not rotate about the center of the hip joint. The translation suggests that the reorientation is dictated, more than was previously believed, by the soft tissues attached to the acetabulum (hip capsule, periosteum and muscles) and perhaps even more by the orientation of the osteotomy planes. The displacements were larger than we had expected, particularly the translation posteriorly, which has not been reported before. Such translations must have a substantial effect on the load transfer across the hip joint. First, because the moment-generating requirements of the muscles change since the dimensions of the pelvis change. Secondly, the change in position of the femoral head may lead to an equivalent displacement of the entire leg, and probably results in some rotation of the femur. This will change the orientation of the femoral head in the acetabulum, which also causes a change in anterior or posterior coverage of the femoral head. Thirdly, because the lengths and lines of action of the muscles change, the moment arms and forces produced by the muscles are altered. Nemeth and Ohlsen (1985) found that the normal moment arm for the gluteus maximus was 8 cm, for the hamstrings 6 cm and for the adductor magnus 1.5 cm. The translations measured in this study, in the order of centimeters, would cause substantial changes in these moment arms. Delp and Maloney (1993) have calculated that a 2 cm posterior displacement of the hip center, which is close to the average displacement that we have measured, would lead to a decrease in extension moment by one third and an increase in flexion moment by one fifth. Similarly, the 8 mm distal displacement that we have measured would lead to a 15% increase in abduction moment, a 5% increase in adduction moment and a 5% increase in flexion moment.

Our findings cannot easily be extrapolated to other pelvic osteotomies. The soft tissues attached to the acetabulum and the orientation of the osteotomy planes influence the reorientation. In a periacetabular osteotomy (Ganz et al. 1988), the posterior column from ilium to ischium remains intact. Because posterior translation is not possible in this case, in contrast to a triple osteotomy, the center of the hip joint will probably be forced to translate anteriorly since the acetabulum is rotated anteriorly. How this affects the load across the hip joint is unclear.

Hsin et al. (1996) have analyzed the mechanics of the hip following triple osteotomy on the basis of the work of Pauwels and Legal (Legal 1987) using anteroposterior radiographs of a patient population. They found an increased weight bearing area of the acetabulum, but the relative load, based on the moment arm calculations, remained the same. These calculations took into account only the medial-lateral displacement of the center of rotation of the hip joint (the center of the femoral head) as measured on anteroposterior radiographs, and not the superior-inferior or the anterior-posterior displacements. Our experiments show that these translations can be large.
Another method of estimating reorientation was employed by Rab (1978), when he made a mathematical analysis of a single innominate osteotomy (Salter 1961). This was based on an assumed axis of rotation of the acetabulum between the pubic symphysis and the sciatic notch. The acetabulum was found to translate 1 cm distally, 1.2 cm medially, and 1.5 cm posteriorly. The acetabulum rotated in extension and adduction. This is a simple and elegant analysis and the inferior and posterior translations were of the same order of magnitude as found in this study. However, the major difference is that in adults a triple osteotomy gives much more freedom of motion of the acetabulum than a single innominate osteotomy, and therefore there is no predictable axis of rotation for a mathematical model.

The rotations of the acetabulum we found are more difficult to relate to normal clinical experience than the translations. The rotations are sequential about the body’s (acetabulum) fixed axes X, Y and Z and are performed in that order. They therefore cannot be considered individually. For example, rotation about the Z-axis is not the same as a change in the center edge angle, as measured on anteroposterior radiographs, and rotation about the Y-axis is not the same as changes in anteverision of the acetabulum. For this reason, the K-wire method used intraoperatively to estimate rotational corrections is inherently inaccurate. Furthermore, the K-wires can never point exactly towards the center of the hip joint, which further increases the error of this method.

The data for translations in the X- and Y-axes were quite different as determined by RSA and as measured from anteroposterior radiographs. We feel that the difference is due to the fact that the anteroposterior radiograph is a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional reality. The distances are measured between points and lines that do not lie in the same frontal plane, thus introducing an error. Changes in position in the anteroposterior direction (such as occur in the current experiments) will enhance these errors. Additional sources of inaccuracy of the measurements performed on the anteroposterior radiographs might be changes in the magnification and changes in the pelvic tilt and pelvic obliquity of the patient between the pre- and postoperative radiographs (despite the standardized radiographic technique). In daily practice, these errors are common since intraoperative radiographs and lying down and standing postoperative radiographs are all taken differently. This inaccuracy of conventional radiographs raises questions about the accuracy of studies on translations of the hip joint during pelvic osteotomies based on such radiographs (Nakamura et al. 1992, Hsin 1996).

Despite the fact that we attempted to reorient all acetabuli equally, the interspecimen variability of the data was substantial. This may be partly due to the age and stiffness of cadaver hips, which makes the operation, and especially the reorientation, more difficult to perform and check than in healthy young patients. However, it also casts some doubt on the reproducibility of the operation as it is performed in daily practice.